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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an internal
combustion engine.

Background Art

[0002] Conventionally, there has been known an inter-
nal combustion engine in which blow-by of intake air
(fresh air) occurs, as disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-
Open No. 2006-194112, for example. An internal com-
bustion engine of this kind includes a turbocharger, and
is provided with a predetermined amount of valve overlap
amount under a high intake pressure situation during an
operation of the turbocharger, whereby a part of intake
air blows to an exhaust port. When the blow-by occurs,
a cylinder filled air amount becomes smaller than an in-
take air amount predicted from an air flow meter.
[0003] Blow-by of fresh air like this is also called "scav-
enge", and "scavenge control" that utilizes this is some-
times carried out. Scavenge control is to flow intake air
out into an exhaust passage together with the combus-
tion gas in a cylinder by using an overlap time period in
which both an intake valve and an exhaust valve open,
and has an effect of scavenging a cylinder residual gas.
Hereinafter, an operation region where scavenge occurs
will be also referred to as "a scavenge establishment re-
gion".
[0004] In order to perform air-fuel ratio control precisely
during scavenge control, the cylinder filled air amount
needs to be obtained precisely after the blow-by amount
of fresh air is taken into consideration. With an output
value from the cylinder pressure sensor as a basis, an
actual cylinder filled air amount can be calculated pre-
cisely. By using this point, the prior art according to the
above described publication calculates the cylinder filled
air amount based on the output value of the cylinder pres-
sure sensor when blow-by of fresh air is recognized.
Thereby, a suitable fuel injection amount is calculated
from a control target air-fuel ratio with respect to the cyl-
inder filled air amount, and the cylinder air-fuel ratio can
be made to correspond to the control target air-fuel ratio.
As a result, air-fuel ratio controllability can be kept.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0005]

Patent Literature 1: Japanese Patent Laid-Open No.
2006-194112
Patent Literature 2: Japanese Patent Laid-Open No.
2008-175201
Patent Literature 3: Japanese Patent Laid-Open No.
2006-250115

[0006] US 2010/024785 discloses a control apparatus
for an internal combustion engine including a super-
charging device, which includes: a valve-drive mecha-
nism that variably controls the valve timings for at least
intake valves; a target valve timing setting mechanism
setting a target valve timing for at least the intake valves
in accordance with an operation condition of the engine
in a low engine speed range; and a valve-drive mecha-
nism controller controlling the valve-drive mechanism
based on the target valve timing. Each of the target valve
timings is differently set such that (a) a valve-overlap du-
ration is provided in a negative pressure region; (b) the
valve-overlap duration in the negative pressure region is
made shorter in a first supercharging region; and (c) the
valve-overlap duration in the first supercharging region
is made longer in a second supercharging region where
the higher load of the engine is required.

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0007] There is the problem that due to the situation
that is brought about at the air-fuel ratio sensor side in
the exhaust passage, the air-fuel ratio controllability can
be reduced. That is to say, during scavenge control, the
fresh air which blows through the cylinder reaches the
air-fuel ratio sensor in the exhaust passage, and the air-
fuel ratio sensor issues a lean output. Thereafter, com-
bustion is performed with the fresh air which remains in
the cylinder without blowing through the cylinder, and the
combusted gas reaches the air-fuel ratio sensor. By rep-
etition of the above, the air-fuel ratio sensor repeats a
detection operation of temporarily detecting the lean air-
fuel ratio by the fresh air, and thereafter detecting the
combusted gas air-fuel ratio (rich or stoichiometry).
[0008] Under the situation as above, due to the lean
output by the fresh air, it becomes difficult to carry out
air-fuel ratio feedback control using the air-fuel ratio sen-
sor output precisely and stably. It is conceivable to stop
feedback control using the air-fuel ratio sensor output
temporarily and carry out air-fuel ratio control in a feed-
forward manner, during scavenge control. However, by
simply stopping the feedback control, favorable emission
characteristics are not always ensured. The conventional
art still has a room for improvement with respect to the
countermeasure to reduction in air-fuel ratio controllabil-
ity during scavenge control like this.
[0009] The present invention is made to solve the prob-
lem as described above, and has an object to provide an
internal combustion engine that can restrain reduction in
air-fuel ratio controllability under a situation where blow-
by of intake air occurs.

Means for Solving the Problem

[0010] A first aspect of the present invention is an in-
ternal combustion engineas defined in appended claim 1.
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[0011] A second aspect of the present invention is a
further preferable aspect of the internal combustion en-
gine according to the first aspect, wherein the air-fuel
ratio feedback control means includes means for per-
forming feedback correction of the fuel injection amount
based on the output from the air-fuel ratio sensor so that
an air-fuel ratio of an exhaust gas corresponds to a con-
trol target air-fuel ratio. Further, the air-fuel ratio feedback
control means also includes means for learning a correc-
tion amount about the fuel injection amount in the feed-
back correction, and storing a value obtained by the
learning by associating the value with an intake air
amount as the learning value of the information relating
to the air-fuel ratio control. Further, the air-fuel ratio feed-
back control means also includes means for correcting
a deviation between an air-fuel ratio obtained from the
output of the air-fuel ratio sensor and the air-fuel ratio of
the exhaust gas by using the learning value.
[0012] When an operation request under a specific
load that belongs to a scavenge load region, the scav-
enge air-fuel ratio control means selects a learning value
associated with an intake air amount corresponding to
the specific load from a plurality of the learning values.
The scavenge load region is a load region where the
blow-by occurs by driving with the scavenge valve open
characteristic arises during an operation of the turbo-
charger. The plurality of the learning values are learned
during an operation of the internal combustion engine at
a time of operating the variable valve gear with the valve
open characteristic that is not the scavenge valve open
characteristic. The scavenge air-fuel ratio control means
carries out feedback control or feedforward control of the
air-fuel ratio.
[0013] A third aspect of the present invention is a fur-
ther preferable aspect the internal combustion engine
according to the first or second aspect, further compris-
ing: valve mechanism control means. The valve mecha-
nism control means, when an operation request under
the specific load belonging to a scavenge load region,
operates a control one of followings. That is, the valve
mechanism control means operates the variable valve
gear with the scavenge valve open characteristic when
the learning value about the intake air amount corre-
sponding to the specific load is already learned. On the
other hand, the valve mechanism control means oper-
ates the variable valve gear with a valve open character-
istic that is not the scavenge valve open characteristic
when the learning value about the intake air amount cor-
responding to the specific load is not learned. The scav-
enge load region is a load region where the blow-by oc-
curs by driving with the scavenge valve open character-
istic arises during an operation of the turobocharger.
[0014] A fourth aspect of the present invention is a fur-
ther preferable aspect the internal combustion engine
according to the third aspect, wherein the scavenge air-
fuel ratio control means carries out feedback control of
the air-fuel ratio. Here, the scavenge air-fuel ratio control
means executes leveling processing. The leveling

processing is processing of smoothing an output signal
from the air-fuel ratio sensor in a time direction, in a time
period in which the valve mechanism control means op-
erates the variable valve gear with the scavenge valve
open characteristic. Further, the scavenge air-fuel ratio
control means performs feedback correction of the fuel
injection amount based on the learning value and the
smoothed signal, in the time period in which the valve
mechanism control means operates the variable valve
gear with the scavenge valve open characteristic.
[0015] A fifth aspect of the present invention is a further
preferable aspect the internal combustion engine accord-
ing to any one of the first to fourth aspects, further com-
prising: an air flow meter; and a catalyst that is provided
downstream of the air-fuel ratio sensor in the exhaust
passage. Further, the scavenge air-fuel ratio control
means calculates the fuel injection amount based on a
control target air-fuel ratio by using an intake air amount
obtained from an output from the air flow meter when the
variable valve gear is operated with the scavenge valve
open characteristic during an operation of the turbo-
charger.
[0016] A sixth aspect of the present invention is an in-
ternal combustion engine, comprising: a turbocharger, a
variable valve gear, an air-fuel ratio sensor provided in
an exhaust passage, air-fuel ratio control means, and
valve mechanism control means. The variable valve gear
drives an intake valve and an exhaust valve, and can
drive with a valve open characteristic provided with valve
overlap. The air-fuel ratio control means for performing
feedback correction of a fuel injection amount based on
an output from the air-fuel ratio sensor, acquiring a learn-
ing value of information relating to air-fuel ratio control
from a correction amount of the feedback correction, and
carrying out air-fuel ratio control by using the learning
value.
[0017] The valve mechanism control means is capable
of control of driving the variable valve gear with a scav-
enge valve open characteristic. The scavenge valve
open characteristic is a valve open characteristic having
a valve overlap amount of such a degree that blow-by of
intake air occurs in an intake stroke during an operation
of the turbocharger. The valve mechanism control means
operates one of following controls, when an operation
request arises, which is under a specific load in a prede-
termined high load region during an operation of the tur-
bocharger. That is, the valve mechanism control means
operates the variable valve gear with the scavenge valve
open characteristic when control by the air-fuel ratio con-
trol means is carried out in an equal intake air amount
region of the specific load before the operation request.
On the other hand, the valve mechanism control means
operates the variable valve gear with a valve open char-
acteristic that is not the scavenge valve open character-
istic, when the control by the air-fuel ratio control means
is not carried out in the equal intake air amount region of
the specific load before the operation request.
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Advantageous Effect of Invention

[0018] According to the first aspect of the present in-
vention, during scavenge control, the air-fuel ratio control
also can be carried out precisely by suitably using the
learning value which is obtained during non-scavenge
control.
[0019] According to the second aspect of the present
invention, the learning value corresponding to the intake
air amount can be suitably selected from a plurality of
learning values stored by the means for storing the values
by associating the values with the intake air amounts as
the learning values of the information relating to the air-
fuel ratio control. By using the selected learning value,
even during scavenge control, the deviation between the
exhaust gas air-fuel ratio and the air-fuel ratio sensor
output can be corrected precisely.
[0020] According to the third aspect of the present in-
vention, when an operation request in the scavenge es-
tablishment region arises, the valve open characteristic
can be switched to the scavenge valve open character-
istic after it is accurately confirmed that the learning value
usable in air-fuel ratio control is already learned.
[0021] According to the fourth aspect of the present
invention, during the scavenge control, the air-fuel ratio
feedback control also can be continued without exces-
sively impairing controllability.
[0022] According to the fifth aspect of the present in-
vention, by performing the air-fuel ratio control based on
the air flow meter output even during the scavenge con-
trol, the exhaust gas air-fuel ratio can have the value
suitable to the control target air-fuel ratio, seen from the
catalyst downstream of the exhaust port. As for the blow-
by air amount, a lean gas flows into the catalyst. On the
other hand, combustion can be performed with an air-
fuel ratio which is rich correspondingly to the amount of
the blow-by air, and the cylinder air-fuel ratio can be
brought close to the output air-fuel ratio. As a result, while
the engine output improvement effect by shift to the out-
put air-fuel ratio side and the like is enjoyed, the exhaust
gas air-fuel ratio to the catalyst can be kept in the vicinity
of the control target air-fuel ratio in average. Accordingly,
during scavenge control, improvement in output perform-
ance and restraint of worsening of emission can be made
compatible.
[0023] According to the sixth aspect of the present in-
vention, when the air-fuel ratio feedback control in the
scavenge establishment region is already carried out at
a time of use of the scavenge valve open characteristic
corresponding to the operation request, the valve open
characteristic can be switched to the scavenge valve
open characteristic. This is because it is determined that
a chance to perform learning about the information relat-
ing to the air-fuel ratio control is already obtained. Con-
versely, when the air-fuel ratio feedback control in the
scavenge establishment region is not carried out yet, the
chance to learn is not obtained yet, and therefore, switch
to the scavenge valve open characteristic is not per-

formed. Thereby, it can be determined whether the scav-
enge valve open characteristic in the variable valve gear
is usable or not, based on the history of the air-fuel ratio
feedback control.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0024]

Figure 1 is a diagram schematically showing a con-
figuration of an internal combustion engine accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention.
Figures 2A, 2B, and 2C are diagrams each schemat-
ically showing a configuration of an internal combus-
tion engine according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
Figure 3 is a diagram showing a learning value map
which an ECU stores in a contained RAM, in the
embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 4 is a schematic diagram showing a state in
which an equal intake air amount is divided at con-
stant intervals on the operation region, in the em-
bodiment of the present invention.
Figure 5A and 5B show views showing the scavenge
valve open characteristic (Figure 5B) in the embod-
iment of the present invention, and a non-scavenge
valve open characteristic (Figure 5A).
Figure 6 is a diagram for explaining a state in which
air-fuel ratio feedback control is carried out during
scavenge control in the internal combustion engine
according to the embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
Figure 7 is a schematic diagram for explaining a
mechanism which realizes securing of an emission
characteristic and improvement in output with the
output air-fuel ratio in the internal combustion engine
according to the present invention.
Figure 8 is a flowchart of a routine that is executed
by an ECU in the embodiment of the present inven-
tion.

Description of Embodiment

Embodiment

[Configuration of device of embodiment]

[0025] Figure 1 and Figures 2A, 2B, and 2C are dia-
grams each schematically showing a configuration of an
internal combustion engine according to an embodiment
of the present invention. The internal combustion engine
according to the present embodiment includes a cylinder
block 10. The cylinder block 10 is an inline four-cylinder
type turbocharged gasoline engine including cylinder No.
1 to cylinder No.4 (described as "#1 to #4" for conven-
ience in Figure 1). Cylinders No.1 to cylinder No.4 each
include a configuration of a cylinder 100 shown in Figures
2A, 2B, and 2C.
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[0026] Intake ports of the respective cylinders of the
cylinder block 10 communicate with an intake manifold
12. The intake manifold 12 communicates with an intake
passage 20 via a throttle 14. An intake pressure sensor
15 is mounted to the intake passage 20. The intake pas-
sage 20 is connected to an intercooler 16, and the inter-
cooler 16 is connected to an intake passage 22. A com-
pressor 62 of a turbocharger 60 is interposed between
the intake passage 22 and an intake passage 24. An air
flow meter 17 and an air cleaner 18 are provided up-
stream of the intake passage 24.
[0027] Exhaust ports of the respective cylinders of the
cylinder block 10 communicate with an exhaust manifold
30. The exhaust manifold 30 communicates with a tur-
bine 64 of the turbocharger 60, and an exhaust pipe 32
is connected downstream thereof. The exhaust pipe 32
communicates with a catalyst 34, and a downstream side
of the catalyst 34 is further connected to an exhaust pipe
36. The exhaust pipe 36 is a three-way catalyst that can
simultaneously purify CO, HC and Nox. An A/F sensor
38 is mounted to the exhaust pipe 32. The A/F sensor
38 is a sensor that issues a substantially linear output
with respect to an air-fuel ratio A/F of an exhaust gas that
flows into the catalyst 34.
[0028] The internal combustion engine according to
the present embodiment includes a LPL (Low Pressure
Loop)-EGR device and a HPL (High Pressure
Loop)-EGR device. Explaining the LPL-EGR device, one
end of a LPL-EGR passage 40 is connected to the ex-
haust pipe 36, and the other end of the LPL-EGR passage
40 is connected to the intake passage 24 via an EGR
valve 42. Explaining the HPL-EGR device, one end of an
HPL-EGR passage 44 is connected to the exhaust man-
ifold 30, and the HPL-EGR passage 44 is connected to
the intake manifold 12 via an EGR cooler 46 and an EGR
valve 48.
[0029] One end of a bypass passage 66 is connected
to the intake passage 22, and the other end of the bypass
passage 66 is connected to the intake passage 24. The
bypass passage 66 is provided with an air bypass valve
68. The exhaust manifold 30 and the exhaust pipe 32 are
connected via a waste gate valve 70.
[0030] As shown in Figures 2A, 2B and 2C, various
components are incorporated into each of the cylinders
100 which are formed in the cylinder block 10. In a space
enclosed by a cylinder inner wall 102, a piston 104 is
disposed to be capable of reciprocal movement. A cylin-
der head that is integrated with the cylinder block 10 is
provided with an intake port 106 and an exhaust port 116.
The intake port 106 is provided with a port injection valve
108, and further includes an cylinder injection valve 110.
These injection valves are both electromagnetic valves,
and are capable of being electronically controlled by an
ECU (Electronic Control Unit) 80.
[0031] An intake valve 112 that opens and closes the
intake port 106 can change a phase angle thereof by an
intake VVT device 120. An exhaust valve 118 that opens
and closes the exhaust port 116 also can change a phase

angle thereof by an exhaust VVT device 122. Since the
phase angles are variable, in the intake valve 112 and
the exhaust valve 118, a valve overlap amount for bring-
ing both the intake valve 112 and the exhaust valve 118
into an open state by overlapping valve open time peri-
ods, and the valve overlap amount thereof is adjustable.
[0032] The internal combustion engine according to
the present embodiment includes the ECU 80 for engine
control. The ECU 80 contains various components such
as a CPU that carries out arithmetic operation process-
ing, storage devices such as a ROM and RAM, and input
and output interfaces, though not illustrated.
[0033] To an input section (an input interface) of the
ECU 80, an output from the intake pressure sensor 15,
an output from the air flow meter 17, an output from an
engine speed sensor (not illustrated) and an output from
the A/F sensor 38 are supplied. The intake pressure sen-
sor 15 is a sensor that detects an intake pressure in the
intake passage 20, and can detect a turbocharging pres-
sure during an operation of the turbocharger 60. The air
flow meter 17 is a sensor that detects an intake air amount
Ga of the internal combustion engine. The engine speed
sensor is a sensor that issues an output corresponding
to an engine speed Ne. To the input section (the input
interface) of the ECU 80, an accelerator opening degree
sensor 82 that detects an opening degree of an acceler-
ator pedal (not illustrated), and various other sensors (an
engine water temperature sensor, a cam angle sensor
and the like, in accordance with necessity) not illustrated
are connected.
[0034] An output section (an output interface) of the
ECU 80 is connected to the port injection valve 108 and
the cylinder injection valve 110 which are both electro-
magnetic valves, and can supply a signal Inj for perform-
ing electronic control based on respective fuel injection
amounts and injection timings to these electromagnetic
valves. Further, the output section of the ECU 80 is con-
nected to respective actuators of the intake VVT device
120 and the exhaust VVT device 122, and can give con-
trol signals VVTin and VVTex corresponding to operation
conditions in accordance with a control program con-
tained in the ECU 80 to these actuators. Thereby, the
phase angle, the valve open time period, the valve over-
lap amount and the like can be adjusted to desired
amounts with respect to each of the intake valve 112 and
the exhaust valve 118.
[0035] To the output section of the ECU 80, the throttle
14, the EGR valve 42, the EGR valve 48, an ignition plug
114, and an air bypass valve 68 are connected in addi-
tion, and the output section of the ECU 80 can supply
control signals thereto. Thereby, control from the ECU
80 is performed with respect to a throttle opening degree
TA, an EGR amount, an ignition timing SA, and opening
and closing of the air bypass valve 68.
[0036] The ECU 80 stores a program for engine oper-
ation control in the storage devices contained therein.
The ECU 80 detects operation information about the en-
gine from a sensor system, and performs operation con-
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trol by driving the respective actuators based on the de-
tection results. More specifically, a driver operates the
accelerator pedal, whereby an operation amount thereof
is detected by the accelerator opening degree sensor 82,
and is inputted to the ECU 80. Based on the input value
thereof, a request load is calculated, and the ECU 80
calculates the proper throttle opening degree TA after
including the request load in the calculation, and gives a
control signal to the throttle 14 to realize the throttle open-
ing degree TA. The ECU 80 detects the engine speed
Ne and a crank angle CA based on an output from a
crank angle sensor (not illustrated), and calculates the
intake air amount Ga from the air flow meter 17. Further,
the ECU 80 calculates a load kl (a load factor) of the
engine based on the intake air amount Ga, the engine
speed Ne and the like. The ECU 80 calculates a fuel
injection timing and the ignition timing SA based on the
crank angle CA, and when these timings arrive, the ECU
80 outputs control signals (drive signals) for driving the
port injection valve 108, the cylinder injection valve 110
and the ignition plug 114. Thereby, a mixture gas is com-
busted in the cylinders, and the engine can be operated.
[0037] Furthermore, the ECU 80 also stores a program
for carrying out air-fuel ratio feedback control that will be
described later. A program for storing learning values as
a result of performing stoichiometric point learning in the
air-fuel ratio feedback control and the like in RAM are
included therein.

[Air-fuel ratio feedback control of device of embodiment]

[0038] A device of the present embodiment executes
the air-fuel ratio feedback control based on the output
from the A/F sensor 38. More specifically, the air-fuel
ratio feedback control executes processing of the follow-
ing (a) and (b). Note that in the following explanation, the
air-fuel ratio A/F of an exhaust gas that is discharged
from the internal combustion engine will be also called
as "an exhaust A/F".

(a) Corrected A/F output calculation processing

[0039] Corrected A/F output calculation processing is
processing of calculating a corrected A/F output evabyf
based on an output evafbse from the A/F sensor 38.
[0040] The A/F sensor 38 is produced as the sensor
that issues a substantially linear output with respect to
the exhaust A/F, as already described. When the sensor
indicates ideal characteristics, a unique relationship is
established between the output evafbse thereof and the
exhaust A/F. In this case, the output evabyf from the A/F
sensor 38 can be used as a substitute value of the ex-
haust A/F. However, on the output evafbse from the A/F
sensor 38, an influence due to a variation of the sensor
itself, a variation of a signal transmission system such
as a wire harness and the like is superimposed. There-
fore, a unique relationship is not always established be-
tween the output evafbse from the A/F sensor 38 detect-

ed by the ECU 80 and the exhaust A/F.
[0041] Consequently, the ECU 80 applies proper cor-
rection to the output evafbse from the A/F sensor 38, and
generates the corrected A/F output evabyf which has a
meaning as an idealistic output that should be issued by
the A/F sensor 38. If the corrected A/F output evabyf is
an idealistic output that should be issued by the A/F sen-
sor 38, a unique relationship is established between the
corrected A/F output evabyf and the exhaust A/F. In this
case, the corrected A/F output evabyf can be dealt as
the substitute value of the exhaust A/F.
[0042] The ECU 80 adds a stoichiometry learning
amount evafofs to the output evafbse from the A/F sensor
38 in calculating the corrected A/F output evabyf. Accord-
ing to the processing like this, a constant error due to the
variations of the wire harness and the like can be elimi-
nated from the corrected A/F output evabyf.
[0043] More specifically, acquisition of the stoichiom-
etry learning amount evafofs is realized by cooperation
of an FB correction amount learning section and a learn-
ing value storing section. The FB correction amount
learning section executes processing for acquiring a plu-
rality of correction amounts of feedback correction that
will be described later and learning an average value.
The learning value storing section is a storage region that
is provided to a predetermined region in the RAM in the
ECU 80 in a form of a map for storing the learning value
obtained in the FB correction amount learning section,
for each intake air amount. In the present embodiment,
the FB correction amount learning section and the learn-
ing value storing section are implemented in the ECU 80
as software functions.
[0044] Figure 3 is a diagram showing a learning value
map which the ECU 80 stores in the contained RAM, in
the embodiment of the present invention. In calculation
of the corrected A/F output evabyf, correction based on
the stoichiometric point learning is performed for the out-
put evafbse from the A/F sensor 38. The stoichiometric
point learning is performed to correct the influence which
the variation in the wire harness and the like exert on the
output from the A/F sensor 38. More specifically, the FB
correction amount learning section executes processing
of obtaining an average value of feedback correction
amounts at a time of feedback control in (b) fuel injection
amount control processing described as follows, and
storing the average value as a learning value b for each
of the intake air amounts Ga. As a result, a constant error
amount that is superimposed on the output evafbse from
the A/F sensor 38 which the ECU 80 recognizes is
learned.
[0045] The constant error amount which is regarded
as problematic here hinders calculation of the feedback
correction amount with a control target air-fuel ratio (sto-
ichiometry in the present embodiment) as a center (basis)
in performing (b) fuel injection amount control processing
as follows. Consequently, in the present embodiment, as
described above, in calculation of the corrected A/F out-
put evabyf, a stoichiometry learning amount evafofs is
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added to the output evafbse from the A/F sensor 38.
Thereby, the constant error amount is excluded, and sto-
ichiometry as a center point (a reference point) of calcu-
lation of the feedback correction amount can be accu-
rately grasped.
[0046] The FB correction amount learning section of
the ECU 80 stores the learning value b for each of the
intake air amounts Ga to the learning value storing sec-
tion (more specifically, in the predetermined storage re-
gion which is provided in the form of the map). The ECU
80 stores a plurality of equal intake air amount regions
A1, A2, A3, ..., Ak-1, Ak, Ak+1, Ak+2, ... Am that are set in
advance. Figure 4 is a schematic diagram showing a
state in which an equal intake air amount is divided at
constant intervals on the operation region, in the embod-
iment of the present invention. The learning value is
stored and updated one by one at each of the equal intake
air amount regions. As a result, for the plurality of equal
intake air amount regions A1, A2, A3, ..., Ak-1, Ak, Ak+1,
Ak+2, ... Am, learning values b1, b2, b3, ..., bk-1, bk, bk+1,
bk+2 ... bm are stored.
[0047] The ECU 80 first executes a determination rou-
tine of determining to which of A1 to Am the region where
the intake air amount Ga of the air flow meter 17 belongs
at a time of carrying out feedback correction of this time
belongs. For example, when the region belongs to Ak,
the ECU 80 reads the learning value bk corresponding
to this, assigning the learning value bk to the stoichiom-
etry learning amount evafofs, and adding the stoichiom-
etry learning amount evafofs to the output evafbse to
execute processing of calculating the corrected A/F out-
put evabyf. Thereby, the proper corrected A/F output ev-
abyf can be calculated in accordance with the value of
the intake air amount Ga.
[0048] Note that Figure 4 is a schematic diagram, and
how to divide the equal intake air amount (a width of
division, the number of regions, and the like) can be prop-
erly set in accordance with the machine of the actual
internal combustion engine.

(b) Fuel injection amount control processing

[0049] The ECU 80 carries out fuel injection amount
control processing of correcting a fuel injection amount
based on an output from the air-fuel ratio sensor so that
the air-fuel ratio of an exhaust gas corresponds to the
control target air-fuel ratio. In more detail, the fuel injec-
tion amount control processing is processing of control-
ling a fuel injection amount so that the exhaust A/F ac-
tually corresponds to a control target A/F based on the
corrected A/F output evabyf.
[0050] When the exhaust A/F which is estimated based
on the corrected A/F output evabyf is larger than the con-
trol target A/F, it can be determined that the exhaust A/F
is lean. In this case, theoretically, in the feedback control
executed by the ECU 80, the fuel injection amount is
increased correspondingly to a control amount which is
obtained by multiplying a difference between the exhaust

A/F and the control target A/F by a predetermined rich
side gain. As a result, the exhaust A/F changes to a rich
side and is brought close to the control target A/f.
[0051] Meanwhile, when the exhaust A/F which is es-
timated based on the corrected A/F output evabyf is
smaller than the control target A/F, it is determined that
the exhaust A/F is rich. In this case, theoretically, in the
feedback control which is executed by the ECU 80, the
fuel injection amount is decreased correspondingly to the
control amount which is calculated by multiplying the dif-
ference between the exhaust A/F and the control target
A/F by a predetermined lean side gain. As a result, the
exhaust A/F changes to a rich side to be brought close
to the control target A/F. The ECU 80 controls the exhaust
A/F to a neighborhood of the control target A/F in this
manner.
[0052] The control amounts which are obtained by mul-
tiplying the lean side gain or the rich side gain correspond
to the "correction amount" of feedback correction. The
FB correction amount learning section takes in the aver-
age value of the correction amounts as a learning value.
As a result, as shown in Figure 3, the map storing the
learning value for each of the equal intake air amount
regions is obtained, and is updated during an operation
of the internal combustion engine. The specific content
of the processing where the learning value is used is as
already described in "(a) Corrected A/F output calculation
processing" described above.

[Scavenge control and specific processing executed by 
ECU in device of embodiment]

(Problem arising from scavenge)

[0053] With use of Figures 2A, 2B and 2C, a state in
which blow-by (i.e. scavenge) of the intake air occurs in
the internal combustion engine according to the present
embodiment and an influence thereof will be described.
Figure 2A is a view showing an exhaust stroke. Figure
2B is a view showing a state during valve overlap in an
intake stroke. Figure 2C is a view showing a state at a
fuel injection time after the exhaust valve 118 is closed
in the intake stroke.
[0054] A rich exhaust gas is assumed to flow out into
the exhaust passage as in Figure 2A after combustion.
Thereafter, the intake stroke is brought about as in Figure
2B, and at this time, a part of the fresh air which blows
through the cylinder due to valve overlap is lean. Next,
the air which does not blow through the cylinder remains
in the cylinder as in Figure 2C, fuel injection is performed
to the air in the cylinder, and combustion is performed.
[0055] The control target air-fuel ratio is assumed to
be set at stoichiometry with respect to the intake air
amount based on the air flow meter, for example. How-
ever, under the situation where blow-by of the fresh air
occurs, combustion takes place in a state where air is
insufficient by the amount of the air which is blown
through the cylinder, and therefore, the exhaust gas be-
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comes rich. As a result, the air-fuel ratio of the exhaust
gas which flows out into the exhaust port repeats becom-
ing lean and rich in such a manner that the air-fuel ratio
becomes rich, lean, and rich. When the A/F sensor 38
senses the exhaust gas like this, the output is hunting,
and accurate air-fuel ratio feedback control cannot be
carried out. Even if the cylinder air-fuel ratio is controlled
to be stoichiometory, a part of the fresh air blows through
the cylinder, and a lean output repeatedly appears sim-
ilarly.

(Use of learning value of air-fuel ratio feedback control)

[0056] In order to prevent the problem of hunting of the
A/F sensor 38 as above, and to restrain degradation of
emission characteristics, the device according to the
present embodiment carries out the following control.
The air-fuel ratio control which the ECU 80 carries out in
the present embodiment causes the air-fuel ratio control
to differ during execution of scavenge control and during
execution of non-scavenge control.
[0057] The "scavenge control" refers to control that
causes the intake VVT device 120 and the exhaust VVT
device 122 to operate with a scavenge valve open char-
acteristic. The "scavenge valve open characteristic" re-
fers to a valve open characteristic provided with a valve
overlap amount of such a degree that blow-by of the in-
take air occurs in the intake stroke during an operation
of the turbocharger 60. The scavenge valve open char-
acteristic is realized by adjustment of the respective
phase angles by the intake VVT device 120 and exhaust
VVT device 122 in the present embodiment.
[0058] Meanwhile, the "non-scavenge control" means
"control that is not scavenge control". Namely, the non-
scavenge control refers to control of causing the intake
VVT device 120 and the exhaust VVT device 122 to op-
erate with a valve open characteristic that is not the scav-
enge valve open characteristic. According to the non-
scavenge control, an operation without causing blow-by
of the fresh air is enabled.
[0059] In the present embodiment, the ECU 80 exe-
cutes processing of carrying out the air-fuel ratio control
by selectively using the learning value b corresponding
to the intake air amount Ga, from the learning values
learned during an operation of the internal combustion
engine in an "non-scavenge control time period". For ex-
ample, if the intake air amount Ga belongs to Ak of the
map in Figure 3, the air-fuel ratio control is performed by
using the learning value bk during the scavenge control.
[0060] Figure 3 is an example of the map storing the
learning values of feedback correction amounts (also
called feedback request amounts) which the ECU 80 in-
cludes in the embodiment of the present invention. Figure
4 is the schematic diagram showing an example of the
region divisions of the equal intake air amount according
to the embodiment as described above. As in Figure 3,
in the present embodiment, the plurality of equal intake
air amount regions A1, A2, A3, ..., Ak-1, Ak, Ak+1, Ak+2, ...

Am are set. It is assumed herein that for each of the equal
intake air amount regions, one learning amount b is
stored. The "equal intake air amount region" means the
operation region where the fresh air amount detected
from the output from the air flow meter 17 becomes equal.
For example, in the present embodiment, in the region
A1, the fresh air amount detected from the output from
the air flow meter 17 is assumed to be equal. Likewise,
in the region Ak, the fresh air amount detected from the
output from the air flow meter 17 is assumed to be equal.
[0061] With respect to the equal intake air amount re-
gions in which the learning history is "present" in Figure
3, learning is already performed, and with respect to the
equal intake air amount region with "absent", learning is
not performed yet. Note that in the column of the learning
history, a value of 0 or 1 may be held in accordance with
presence or absence of the learning history, for example,
in order to play a role of a flag.
[0062] Figure 4 schematically shows a scavenge es-
tablishment region in the internal combustion engine ac-
cording to the present embodiment. The "scavenge es-
tablishment region" refers to a region that satisfies con-
ditions which enable scavenge control, and is an opera-
tion region that is set in advance for each internal com-
bustion engine. Further, "the scavenge control is ena-
bled" means conditions for blow-by of the fresh air to
occur when the valve overlap amount is made a prede-
termined amount. For example, the condition of whether
or not an operation region belongs to a predetermined
operation region on an operation region fixed by the load
kl and the engine speed Ne, and various conditions such
as whether or not the turbocharging pressure becomes
as high as or higher than a predetermined value by an
operation of the turbocharger 60 and the like are as-
sumed. Detection of the turbocharging pressure can be
performed based on the output value of the intake pres-
sure sensor 15. As is understood from Figure 4, the scav-
enge establishment region according to the present em-
bodiment partially overlaps the equal intake air amount
regions Ak-1, Ak, Ak+1 and Ak+2.
[0063] Note that the scavenge region shown in Figure
4 is an example shown in the present embodiment, and
the present invention is not limited to this. Due to a dif-
ference in machine and the like, the scavenge establish-
ment regions can differ according to individual internal
combustion engines.
[0064] In the present embodiment, when the ECU 80
executes scavenge control, the ECU 80 selects the learn-
ing values bk-1, bk, bk+1 or bk+2 in accordance with the
load kl, and executes air-fuel ratio control. Note that the
ECU 80 may stop stoichiometric point learning (process-
ing of the FB correction amount learning section) about
the learning values bk-1, bk, bk+1 and bk+2 during execu-
tion of the scavenge control. Thereby, feedback control
and learning based on the air-fuel ratio sensor output are
not carried out during scavenge control.
[0065] According to the present embodiment de-
scribed above, the learning values which are obtained
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during non-scavenge control are used during scavenge
control, and therefore, use of unstable learning values
under the environment where the output from the A/F
sensor 38 is likely to be hunting can be avoided. Namely,
in the time period in which blow-by of the intake air occurs,
the blow-by air hits the air-fuel ratio sensor, whereby an
abrupt lean output vibration is included in the sensor out-
put. Therefore, air-fuel ratio control relaying on the air-
fuel ratio sensor becomes difficult. Even during the scav-
enge control like this, according to the present embodi-
ment, the learning values which are already acquired dur-
ing the non-scavenge control can be used in the air-fuel
ratio control during scavenge control, and therefore re-
duction in air-fuel ratio controllability can be restrained.
[0066] Note that learning of each of bk-1, bk, bk+1 and
bk+2 is completed by the aforementioned air-fuel ratio
feedback control and stoichiometric point learning being
carried out in each of the operation regions (loads and
engine speeds) which belong to the equal intake air
amount regions Ak-1, Ak, Ak+1 or Ak+2 in Figure 4. Namely,
in order that learning of each of bk-1, bk, bk+1 and bk+2 is
performed, the following two kinds of cases roughly clas-
sified are estimated.
[0067] A first case is a case in which in the scavenge
establishing region, with the valve open characteristic
without provided with the valve overlap, an operation of
the internal combustion engine is performed, and the air-
fuel ratio feedback control and the stoichiometric point
learning are carried out.
[0068] A second case is a case in which an operation
of the internal combustion engine is performed, and the
air-fuel ratio feedback control and the stoichiometric point
learning are carried out, in an operation region (a load
and an engine speed) which is outside the scavenge es-
tablishment region, and belongs to any one of the equal
intake air amount regions Ak-1, Ak, Ak+1 or Ak+2.

(Control of intake VVT device 120 and exhaust VVT de-
vice 122)

[0069] Figure 4 schematically illustrates the scavenge
establishment region set as a predetermined operation
region. When an operation request under the load be-
longing to the scavenge establishment region arises, if
learning of the respective learning values bk-1, bk, bk+1
and bk+2 about the equal intake air amount regions Ak-1,
Ak, Ak+1 or Ak+2 is already completed, the learning values
can be used in air-fuel ratio control. However, at a timing
of carrying out scavenge control, the values of some or
all of the learning values bk-1, bk, bk+1 and bk+2 are not
stored yet in the map in Figure 3, or do not become the
newest values suitable to the present state in some cas-
es. More specifically, at a timing before an operation of
the internal combustion engine is performed in some or
all of the equal intake air amount regions Ak-1, Ak, Ak+1
or Ak+2, after start of the internal combustion engine, an
operation request under the load belonging to the scav-
enge establishment region can be made. In this case,

with respect to some or all of the learning values bk-1, bk,
bk+1 and bk+2, the scavenge control cannot be carried
out by using the values in air-fuel ratio control.
[0070] Consequently, in the present embodiment,
when an operation request to carry out scavenge control
arises, the valve open characteristic is switched to the
scavenge valve open characteristic after whether or not
the learning value desired to be used is already learned
is accurately confirmed. That is to say, when the opera-
tion request to carry out scavenge control arises, the ECU
80 does not carry out scavenge control when the neces-
sary learning value (the value desired to be used in the
control of this time out of the learning values bk-1, bk, bk+1
and bk+2 in the case of the present embodiment) in the
learning value storage section of the ECU 80 is not
present, namely, the learning history of the learning value
is "absent". Subsequently, when the necessary learning
value is already acquired as a result of the subsequent
operation and learning advancing, if an operation request
to carry out scavenge control arises, scavenge control is
carried out in response to this. Thereby, reduction in air-
fuel ratio controllability can be reliably restrained.
[0071] Figure 5A and 5B show views showing the scav-
enge valve open characteristic (Figure 5B) in the embod-
iment of the present invention, and a non-scavenge valve
open characteristic (Figure 5A). The scavenge valve
open characteristic is provided with a valve overlap
amount, whereas the non-scavenge valve open charac-
teristic does not have a valve overlap amount. The ECU
80 determines whether an operation request under the
load belonging to the scavenge establishment region
arises during an operation of the turbocharger 60, based
on the output signal from the accelerator opening degree
sensor 82. When the learning value about the intake air
amount corresponding to the request load is present in
the learning value storing section in the ECU 80, the in-
take VVT device 120 and the exhaust VVT device 122
are operated with the scavenge valve open characteristic
(Figure 5B), and scavenge control is carried out. Mean-
while when the learning value about the intake air amount
corresponding to the request load is not present in the
learning value storing section, the intake VVT device 120
and the exhaust VVT device 122 are operated with the
valve open characteristic (Figure 5A) with which blow-by
of the fresh air does not occur.
[0072] Note that at a time of scavenge control corre-
sponding to the operation request, whether or not to
switch to the scavenge valve open characteristic may be
determined based on whether or not the air-fuel ratio
feedback control in the scavenge establishment region
has been already carried out. Namely, when the air-fuel
ratio feedback control in the scavenge establishment re-
gion is not carried out yet, switch to the scavenge valve
open characteristic may be prohibited. Thereby, it can
be appropriately determined whether the scavenge valve
open characteristic in the intake VVT device 120 and the
exhaust VVT device 122 is usable, based on the history
of the air-fuel ratio feedback control.
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(Leveling processing)

[0073] Figure 6 is a diagram for explaining a state in
which air-fuel ratio feedback control is carried out during
scavenge control in the internal combustion engine ac-
cording to the embodiment of the present invention. As
shown in Figure 6, during scavenge control, the actual
sensor output significantly changes between lean and
rich. In this case, due to deviation from an A/F center and
the like, controllability of the air-fuel ratio feedback control
is significantly impaired.
[0074] Consequently, in the present embodiment, the
ECU 80 executes "leveling processing" during scavenge
control. The "leveling processing" refers to processing of
smoothing the output signal from the A/F sensor 38 in a
time direction. In the air-fuel ratio feedback control during
scavenge control, the ECU 80 precisely determines a
corrected FB center (i.e. a stoichiometric point) by using
the learning values bk-1, bk, bk+1 and bk+2, respectively,
and further performs feedback correction of the fuel in-
jection amount based on the signal which is smoothed
in a leveling processing section (i.e. the broken line in
Figure 6). Thereby, during scavenge control, the air-fuel
ratio feedback control also can be continued without ex-
cessively impairing controllability.

(Securing of emission characteristic and improvement in 
engine output)

[0075] Figure 7 is a schematic diagram for explaining
a mechanism which realizes securing of an emission
characteristic and improvement in output with the output
air-fuel ratio in the internal combustion engine according
to the present invention. At the time of scavenge, in-
crease in the turbocharging pressure, scavenge of the
cylinder remaining gas, and improvement in the engine
output by the cylinder air-fuel ratio being rich can be ex-
pected. By bringing the cylinder air-fuel ratio close to the
output air-fuel ratio, engine output power can be en-
hanced.
[0076] Figure 7 illustrates the intake air amount based
on the air flow meter 17 as Aflw. In the present embodi-
ment, the ECU 80 calculates a fuel injection amount F
based on Aflw during a non-scavenge operation (namely,
a case without blow-by of the fresh air) at the left side in
Figure 7. When the cylinder air amount is set as Acyl,
Aflw and Acyl precisely correspond to each other be-
cause there is no blow-by of the fresh air during a non-
scavenge operation, and therefore, an exhaust gas air-
fuel ratio AbyFcat can be made to correspond to stoichi-
ometry precisely.
[0077] Meanwhile, during the scavenge operation at
the right side in Figure 7, out of Aflow, a part of the fresh
air becomes blow-by air Ascv, and the remaining air be-
comes a cylinder air amount A’cyl. By occurrence of blow-
by, an advantage at the time of scavenge such as scav-
enging of the cylinder remaining gas can be enjoyed. In
the present embodiment, the ECU 80 also calculates the

fuel injection amount.F based on the intake air amount
Aflw based on the air flow meter 17 during the scavenge
operation. Thereby, a cylinder air-fuel ratio AbyFcyl dur-
ing scavenge operation becomes A’cyl/F, as a result of
which, air becomes insufficient, and combustion with a
rich air-fuel ratio (preferably, a value close to the output
air fuel ratio A/F=12) is performed. As a result, the engine
output can be improved. Further, the air-fuel ratio of the
exhaust gas which flows into the catalyst 34 is the ex-
haust gas air-fuel ratio AbyFcat, as an average value.
The lean blow-by air Ascv and the rich exhaust gas flow
in, whereby the value of Aflw/F becomes stoichiometric
in average, and therefore, a favorable emission charac-
teristic also can be secured.
[0078] As described above, according to the present
embodiment, air-fuel ratio control based on the output
from the air flow meter 17 is also performed during scav-
enge control, whereby the average exhaust gas air-fuel
ratio AbyFcat can be a value suitable to the control target
air-fuel ratio (stoichiometry), seen from the catalyst 34
downstream of the exhaust port 116. As for the amount
of the blow-by air Ascv, a lean gas flows into the catalyst
34. On the other hand, combustion can be performed at
a rich air-fuel ratio by the amount of the blow-by air Ascv,
and the cylinder air-fuel ratio AbyFcyl can be brought
close to the output air-fuel ratio. As a result, while the
engine output improvement effect by shift to the output
air-fuel ratio side and the like is enjoyed, the exhaust gas
air-fuel ratio to the catalyst 34 can be kept in the vicinity
of stoichiometry in average. Accordingly, during scav-
enge control, output performance improvement and re-
straint of worsening of emission can be made compatible.

[Specific processing executed by ECU in embodiment]

[0079] Figure 8 is a flowchart of a routine that is exe-
cuted by the ECU 80 in the embodiment of the present
invention. The routine in Figure 8 is repeatedly executed
at predetermined periods during execution of the internal
combustion engine according to the present embodi-
ment.
[0080] In the routine in Figure 8, the ECU 80 firstly ex-
ecutes processing of determining whether or not a use
request of the scavenge load region is present (step S1).
The processing of the step is processing of calculating a
request load based on the output signal from the accel-
erator opening degree sensor 82 first, and subsequently
determining whether an operation request under a load
which is the request load belonging to the scavenge es-
tablishment region during an operation of the turbocharg-
er 60 is present. More specifically, it can be determined
whether or not the request load is equal to or larger than
a predetermined load, and whether or not the engine
speed Ne obtained from the crank angle sensor output
is equal to or lower than a predetermined engine speed.
The value of the turbocharging pressure detected by the
intake pressure sensor 15 may be included in the deter-
mination processing. It can be determined whether or not
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the request operation condition belongs to the inside of
the scavenge establishment region in Figure 4. When
the condition of this step is not established, the routine
of this time is ended.
[0081] When the condition in step S1 is established,
the ECU 80 executes the processing for determining
whether or not the A/F learning history is present (step
S2). More specifically, in this step, it is confirmed whether
the learning history of the learning value bk is present if
the request load belongs to the region Ak, for example,
and it is configured whether or not the learning history is
present with respect to bk+1 if the request load belongs
to the region Ak+1, for example, in the map schematically
shown in Figure 3.
[0082] When learning history is not present in the de-
termination processing in step S2, the processing shifts
to step S3. In step S3, the ECU 80 executes processing
of setting the valve timing at a valve timing at which blow-
by of fresh air does not occur. Namely, the ECU 80 sup-
plies control signals to the respective actuators of the
intake VVT device 120 and the exhaust VVT device 122
so that the intake valve 112 and the exhaust valve 118
drive at phase angles that realize the non-scavenge valve
open characteristics in Figure 5A. Thereafter, the routine
of this time is ended, and the air-fuel ratio feedback con-
trol and learning are carried out in this state.
[0083] In the determination processing in step S2, the
processing shifts to step S4 when the learning history is
present. In step S4, the ECU 80 executes processing of
setting the valve timing at a valve timing at which blow-
by of the fresh air occurs. Namely, the ECU 80 supplies
control signals to the respective actuators of the intake
VVT device 120 and the exhaust VVT device 122 so that
the intake valve 112 and the exhaust valve 118 drive at
the phase angles that realize the scavenge valve open
characteristics in Figure 5B.
[0084] As above, in the routine of steps S2, S3 and S4,
the control operation described in the above described
"control of the intake VVT device 120 and the exhaust
VVT device 122" is carried out.
[0085] With the start of scavenge control, the learning
values bk-1, bk, bk+1 and bk+2 are used in the air-fuel ratio
feedback control in the ECU 80, as described in the above
described "Use of learning value of air-fuel ratio feedback
control". During scavenge control, stoichiometric point
learning and the like may be stopped.
[0086] In step S4, the ECU 80 further executes leveling
processing of the A/F sensor output. More specifically,
as in the explanation content of the above described
"Leveling processing" described with use of Figure 6, the
processing of smoothing the output signal from the A/F
sensor 38 in a time direction is executed.
[0087] Thereafter, the routine of the time is ended, and
in this state, the air-fuel ratio feedback control is carried
out. Namely, based on the output signal from the A/F
sensor 38 after leveling processing, with use of each of
the learning values bk-1, bk, bk+1 and bk+2, (a) corrected
A/F output calculation processing and (b) fuel injection

amount control processing are executed. Further, fuel
injection amount calculation based on the output from
the air flow meter 17 is also continued, and the control
operation described in the above described "Securing of
emission characteristic, and improvement in engine out-
put" is achieved.
[0088] Note that in the present embodiment, after the
start of scavenge control, the air-fuel ratio feedback con-
trol is continued while "leveling processing" is carried out
in step S4. However, the present invention is not limited
to this. After the start of scavenge control, the control
processing may be switched to the control processing of
feedforward-controlling the air-fuel ratio in the above de-
scribed step S4. In this case, the values of the learning
values bk-1, bk, bk+1 and bk+2 also can be respectively
used in the air-fuel ratio control, and fuel injection amount
correction for making "fuel injection amount calculated
from the intake air amount and the control target air-fuel
ratio" correspond to "fuel injection amount for making the
air-fuel ratio of the exhaust gas correspond to stoichi-
omery in reality" can be performed. Accordingly, reduc-
tion in air-fuel ratio controllability during scavenge control
can be restrained.
[0089] Note that in the present embodiment, the dual
injection system including the port injection valve 108
and the cylinder injection valve 110 is provided for each
of the cylinders 100. However, the present invention is
not limited to this, and the present invention may have a
configuration including only the port injection valve 108,
or may have a configuration including only the cylinder
injection valve 110. Further, in the present embodiment,
the LPL-EGR device and the HPL-EGR device are pro-
vided, but one or both of these EGR devices may be
omitted.

Description of Reference Numerals

[0090] 10 cylinder block, 12 intake manifold, 14 throttle,
15 intake pressure sensor, 16 intercooler, 17 air flow me-
ter, 18 air cleaner, 20 intake passage, 22 intake passage,
24 intake passage, 30 exhaust manifold, 32 exhaust pipe,
34 catalyst, 36 exhaust pipe, 38 A/F sensor, 40 LPL-EGR
passage, 42 EGR valve, 44 HPL-EGR passage, 46 EGR
cooler, 48 EGR valve, 60 turbocharger, 62 compressor,
64 turbine, 66 bypass passage, 68 air bypass valve, 70
waste gate valve, 82 accelerator opening degree sensor,
100 cylinder, 102 cylinder inner wall, 104 piston, 106 in-
take port, 108 port injection valve, 110 cylinder injection
valve, 112 intake valve, 114 ignition plug, 116 exhaust
port, 118 exhaust valve, 120 intake VVT device, 122 ex-
haust VVT device.

Claims

1. An internal combustion engine, comprising:

a turbocharger (60);
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a variable valve gear (120, 122) that drives an
intake valve (112) and an exhaust valve (118),
and can drive with a valve open characteristic
provided with valve overlap;
an air-fuel ratio sensor (38) provided in an ex-
haust passage;
air-fuel ratio feedback control means (50) for
performing feedback correction of a fuel injec-
tion amount based on an output from the air-fuel
ratio sensor (38), and acquiring a stoichiometry
learning amount which is the average value of
a correction amount of the feedback correction
for each of an equal intake air amount regions
(A1, A2, A3, ..., Ak-1, Ak, Ak+1, Ak+2, ..., Am), and
calculating a corrected air-fuel ratio output by
adding the stoichiometry learning amount to the
output of the air-fuel sensor (38); and scavenge
air-fuel ratio control means (50) for carrying out
air-fuel ratio control by using the stoichiometry
learning amount which is acquired during an op-
eration of the internal combustion engine with a
valve open characteristic that is not a scavenge
valve open characteristic, when the variable
valve gear (120, 122) is operated with the scav-
enge valve open characteristic that is a valve
open characteristic having a valve overlap
amount of such a degree that blow-by of intake
air occurs in an intake stroke during an operation
of the turbocharger (60).

2. The internal combustion engine according to claim
1, wherein

when an operation request under a specific load
that belongs to a scavenge load region where
the blow-by occurs by driving with the scavenge
valve open characteristic arises during an oper-
ation of the turbocharger (60), the scavenge air-
fuel ratio control means (50) selects a stoichi-
ometry learning amount associated with an in-
take air amount corresponding to the specific
load from a plurality of the stoichiometry learning
amount acquired during an operation of the in-
ternal combustion engine at a time of operating
the variable valve gear (120, 122) with the valve
open characteristic that is not the scavenge
valve open characteristic, and carries out feed-
back control or feedforward control of the air-
fuel ratio.

3. The internal combustion engine according to claim
1 or 2, further comprising:

valve mechanism control means (50) for oper-
ating the variable valve gear (120, 122) with the
scavenge valve open characteristic when the
stoichiometry learning amount about the intake
air amount corresponding to the specific load is

already learned, and operating the variable
valve gear (120, 122) with a valve open charac-
teristic that is not the scavenge valve open char-
acteristic when the stoichiometry learning
amount about the intake air amount correspond-
ing to the specific load is not learned, when an
operation request under the specific load be-
longing to a scavenge load region where the
blow-by occurs by driving with the scavenge
valve open characteristic arises during an oper-
ation of the turobocharger.

4. The internal combustion engine according to claim 3,
wherein the scavenge air-fuel ratio control means
(50) carries out feedback control of the air-fuel ratio,
the scavenge air-fuel ratio control means (50) exe-
cutes leveling processing of smoothing an output sig-
nal from the air-fuel ratio sensor (38) in a time direc-
tion, in a time period in which the valve mechanism
control means (50) operates the variable valve gear
(120, 122) with the scavenge valve open character-
istic, and
the scavenge air-fuel ratio control means (50) per-
forms feedback correction of the fuel injection
amount based on the stoichiometry learning amount
and the smoothed signal, in the time period in which
the valve mechanism control means (50) operates
the variable valve gear (120, 122) with the scavenge
valve open characteristic.

5. The internal combustion engine according to any one
of claims 1 to 4, further comprising:

an air flow meter (17); and
a catalyst (34) that is provided downstream of
the air-fuel ratio sensor (38) in the exhaust pas-
sage,
wherein the scavenge air-fuel ratio control
means (50) calculates the fuel injection amount
based on a control target air-fuel ratio by using
an intake air amount obtained from an output
from the air flow meter (17) when the variable
valve gear (120, 122) is operated with the scav-
enge valve open characteristic during an oper-
ation of the turbocharger (60).

6. The internal combustion engine according to any one
of claims 3 to 5, wherein before acquiring the stoi-
chiometry learning amount, the variable valve gear
(120, 122) is operated with the valve open charac-
teristic that is not the scavenge valve open charac-
teristic.

Patentansprüche

1. Verbrennungsmotor, umfassend:
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einen Turbolader (60);
einen verstellbaren Ventiltrieb (120, 122), der
ein Einlassventil (112) und ein Auslassventil
(118) antreibt und mit einer Ventil-offen-Kennli-
nie antreiben kann, die mit einer Ventilüber-
schneidung bereitgestellt ist;
einen Luft-Kraftstoff-Verhältnis-Sensor (38), der
in einem Abgaskanal bereitgestellt ist;
Luft-Kraftstoff-Verhältnis-Feedback-Steuermit-
tel (50) zum Durchführen einer Feedback-Kor-
rektur einer Kraftstoffeinspritzmenge basierend
auf einem Ausgang des Luft-Kraftstoff-Verhält-
nis-Sensors (38) und Erlangen einer Stöchio-
metrie-Lernmenge, die der Durchschnittswert
einer Korrekturmenge der Feedback-Korrektur
für jede einer gleichen Einlassluftmengeberei-
che (A1, A2, A3, ..., Ak-1, Ak, Ak+1, Ak+2, ..., Am)
ist, und Berechnen eines korrigierten Luft-Kraft-
stoff-Verhältnis-Ausgangs, indem die Stöchio-
metrie-Lernmenge zu dem Ausgang des Luft-
Kraftstoff-Sensors (38) addiert wird, und
Scavenge-Luft-Kraftstoff-Verhältnis-Steuermit-
tel (50) zum Durchführen einer Steuerung des
Luft-Kraftstoff-Verhältnisses unter Verwendung
der Stöchiometrie-Lernmenge, die während ei-
nes Betriebs des Verbrennungsmotors mit einer
Ventil-offen-Kennlinie erlangt wird, die keine
Scavenge-Ventil-offen-Kennlinie ist, wenn der
variable Ventiltrieb (120, 122) mit der Scavenge-
Ventil-offen-Kennlinie betätigt wird, die eine
Ventil-offen-Kennlinie mit einer Ventilüber-
schneidungsmenge eines solchen Grads hat,
dass ein Blowby von Einlassluft in einem Ein-
lasstakt während eines Betriebs des Turbola-
ders (60) erfolgt.

2. Verbrennungsmotor nach Anspruch 1,
wobei
wenn eine Betriebsanforderung unter einer be-
stimmten Last, die zu einem Scavenge-Lastbereich
gehört, wo das Blowby durch Antreiben mit der Sca-
venge-Ventil-offen-Kennlinie während eines Be-
triebs des Turboladers (60) auftritt, das Scavenge-
Luft-Kraftstoff-Verhältnis-Steuermittel (50) eine Stö-
chiometrie-Lernmenge assoziiert mit einer Einlass-
luftmenge entsprechend der spezifischen Last von
einer Vielzahl der Stöchiometrie-Lernmenge, die
während eines Betriebs des Verbrennungsmotors
zu einem Betriebszeitpunkt des variablen Ventil-
triebs (120, 122) mit der Ventil-offen-Kennlinie, die
nicht die Scavenge-Ventil-offen-Kennlinie ist, er-
langt wurde, und eine Feedback-Steuerung oder
Feedforward-Steuerung des Luft-Kraftstoff-Verhält-
nisses durchführt.

3. Verbrennungsmotor nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, ferner
umfassend:

Ventiltrieb-Steuermittel (50) zum Betreiben des
variablen Ventiltriebs (120, 122) mit der Scaven-
ge-Ventil-offen-Kennlinie, wenn die Stöchiome-
trie-Lernmenge über die Einlassluftmenge ent-
sprechend der spezifischen Last bereits gelernt
wurde, und zum Betreiben des variablen Ventil-
triebs (120, 122) mit der Ventil-offen-Kennlinie,
die nicht die Scavenge-Ventil-offen-Kennlinie
ist, wenn die Stöchiometrie-Lernmenge über die
Einlassluftmenge entsprechend der spezifi-
schen Last nicht gelernt ist, wenn eine Betrieb-
sanforderung unter der spezifischen Last auf-
tritt, die zu dem Scavenge-Lastbereich gehört,
wo das Blowby durch einen Antrieb mit der Sca-
venge-Ventil-offen-Kennlinie während eines
Betriebs des Turboladers (60) auftritt.

4. Verbrennungsmotor nach Anspruch 3,
wobei das Scavenge-Luft-Kraftstoff-Verhältnis-
Steuermittel (50) eine Feedback-Steuerung des
Luft-Kraftstoff-Verhältnisses durchführt,
das Scavenge-Luft-Kraftstoff-Verhältnis-Steuermit-
tel (50) eine Nivellierungsverarbeitung zum Glätten
eines Ausgangssignals von dem Luft-Kraftstoff-Ver-
hältnis-Sensor (38) in eine Zeitrichtung in einem Zeit-
raum ausführt, in dem das Ventiltrieb-Steuermittel
(50) den variablen Ventiltrieb (120, 122) mit der Sca-
venge-Ventil-offen-Kennlinie betreibt, und
das Scavenge-Luft-Kraftstoff-Verhältnis-Steuermit-
tel (50) eine Feedback-Korrektur der Kraftstoffein-
spritzmenge basierend auf der Stöchiometrie-Lern-
menge und dem geglätteten Signal in dem Zeitraum
ausführt, in dem das Ventiltrieb-Steuermittel (50)
den variablen Ventiltrieb (120, 122) mit der Scaven-
ge-Ventil-offen-Kennlinie betreibt.

5. Verbrennungsmotor nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 4, ferner umfassend:

einen Luftmassenmesser (17); und
einen Katalysator (34), der stromabwärts des
Luft-Kraftstoff-Verhältnis-Sensors (38) in dem
Auslasskanal bereitgestellt ist,
wobei das Scavenge-Luft-Kraftstoff-Verhältnis-
Steuermittel (50) die Kraftstoffeinspritzmenge
basierend auf einem Luft-Kraftstoff-Steuerziel-
verhältnis unter Verwendung einer Einlassluft-
menge berechnet, die von einem Ausgang des
Luftmassenmessers (17) erlangt wurde, wenn
der variable Ventiltrieb (120, 122) mit der Sca-
venge-Ventil-offen-Kennlinie während eines
Betriebs des Turboladers (60) betrieben wird.

6. Verbrennungsmotor nach einem der Ansprüche 3
bis 5, wobei

der variable Ventiltrieb (120, 122) vor einem Er-
langen der Stöchiometrie-Lernmenge mit der
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Ventil-offen-Kennlinie betrieben wird, die nicht
die Scavenge-Ventil-offen-Kennlinie ist.

Revendications

1. Moteur à combustion interne, comprenant :

un turbocompresseur (60) ;
un mécanisme de soupape variable (120, 122)
qui entraîne une soupape d’admission (112) et
une soupape d’échappement (118) et peut en-
traîner avec une caractéristique d’ouverture de
soupape munie de chevauchement de
soupape ;
un capteur du rapport air-carburant (38) disposé
dans un passage d’échappement ;
un moyen de commande de rétroaction de rap-
port air-carburant (50) destiné à effectuer une
correction de rétroaction d’une quantité d’injec-
tion de carburant en fonction d’une sortie depuis
le capteur du rapport air-carburant (38) et à ac-
quérir une quantité d’apprentissage de stoe-
chiométrie qui est la valeur moyenne d’une
quantité de correction de la correction de ré-
troaction pour chacune des régions (A1, A2, A3,
..., Ak-1, Ak, Ak+1, Ak+2, ..., Am) d’une quantité
égale d’air d’admission et à calculer une sortie
du rapport air-carburant corrigé en ajoutant la
quantité d’apprentissage de stoechiométrie à la
sortie du capteur air-carburant (38) ; et
un moyen de commande du rapport air-carbu-
rant de vidange (50) destiné à effectuer une
commande du rapport air-carburant au moyen
de la quantité d’apprentissage de stoechiomé-
trie qui est acquise au cours d’une opération du
moteur à combustion interne avec une caracté-
ristique d’ouverture de soupape qui n’est pas
une caractéristique d’ouverture de soupape de
vidange, lorsque le mécanisme de soupape va-
riable (120, 122) est actionné avec la caracté-
ristique d’ouverture de soupape de vidange qui
est une caractéristique d’ouverture de soupape
présentant une quantité de chevauchement de
soupape d’un degré tel qu’une fuite d’air d’ad-
mission se produit dans une course d’admission
au cours d’une opération du turbocompresseur
(60).

2. Moteur à combustion interne selon la revendication
1, dans lequel

lorsqu’une demande d’opération sous une char-
ge spécifique qui appartient à une région de
charge de vidange où la fuite se produit par en-
traînement avec la caractéristique d’ouverture
de soupape de vidange est effectuée au cours
d’une opération du turbocompresseur (60), le

moyen de commande du rapport air-carburant
de vidange (50) choisit une quantité d’appren-
tissage de stoechiométrie associée à une quan-
tité d’air d’admission correspondant à la charge
spécifique parmi une pluralité de la quantité
d’apprentissage de stoechiométrie acquise au
cours d’une opération du moteur à combustion
interne à un moment de fonctionnement du mé-
canisme de soupape variable (120, 122) avec
la caractéristique d’ouverture de soupape qui
n’est pas une caractéristique d’ouverture de
soupape de vidange, et effectue une commande
de rétroaction ou une commande prédictive du
rapport air-carburant.

3. Moteur à combustion interne selon la revendication
1 ou 2, comprenant en outre :

un moyen de commande de mécanisme de sou-
pape (50) destiné à actionner le mécanisme de
soupape variable (120, 122) avec la caractéris-
tique d’ouverture de soupape de vidange lors-
que la quantité d’apprentissage de stoechiomé-
trie sur la quantité d’air d’admission correspon-
dant à la charge spécifique est déjà apprise, et
l’actionnement du mécanisme de soupape va-
riable (120, 122) avec une caractéristique
d’ouverture de soupape qui n’est pas la carac-
téristique d’ouverture de soupape de vidange
lorsque la quantité d’apprentissage de stoechio-
métrie sur la quantité d’air d’admission corres-
pondant à la charge spécifique n’est pas appri-
se, lorsqu’une demande d’opération sous la
charge spécifique appartenant à une région de
charge de vidange où la fuite se produit par en-
traînement avec la caractéristique d’ouverture
de soupape de vidange est effectuée au cours
d’une opération du turbocompresseur.

4. Moteur à combustion interne selon la revendication
3,

dans lequel le moyen de commande de rapport
air-carburant de vidange (50) effectue une com-
mande de rétroaction du rapport air-carburant,
le moyen de commande du rapport air-carburant
de vidange (50) exécute le traitement de nivel-
lement consistant à lisser un signal de sortie de-
puis le capteur du rapport air-carburant (38)
dans une direction temporelle, dans une période
de temps pendant laquelle le moyen de com-
mande de mécanisme de soupape (50) actionne
le mécanisme de soupape variable (120, 122)
avec la caractéristique d’ouverture de soupape
de vidange, et
le moyen de commande du rapport air-carburant
de vidange (50) effectue une correction de ré-
troaction de la quantité d’injection de carburant
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en fonction de la quantité d’apprentissage de
stoechiométrie et du signal lissé, dans la période
de temps pendant laquelle le moyen de com-
mande de mécanisme de soupape (50) actionne
le mécanisme de soupape variable (120, 122)
avec la caractéristique d’ouverture de soupape
de vidange.

5. Moteur à combustion interne selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 4, comprenant en outre :

un débitmètre d’air (17) ; et
un catalyseur (34) qui est disposé en aval du
capteur du rapport air-carburant (38) dans le
passage d’échappement,
le moyen de commande du rapport air-carburant
de vidange (50) calculant la quantité d’injection
de carburant en fonction d’un rapport air-carbu-
rant cible de commande au moyen d’une quan-
tité d’air d’admission obtenue à partir d’une sor-
tie depuis le débitmètre d’air (17) lorsque le mé-
canisme de soupape variable (120, 122) est ac-
tionné avec la caractéristique d’ouverture de
soupape de vidange au cours d’une opération
du turbocompresseur (60).

6. Moteur à combustion interne selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 3 à 5, dans lequel avant l’acqui-
sition de la quantité d’apprentissage de stoechiomé-
trie, le mécanisme de soupape variable (120, 122)
est actionné avec la caractéristique d’ouverture de
soupape qui n’est pas la caractéristique d’ouverture
de soupape de vidange.
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